Energy Efficient & Eco-friendly

Maintaining a safe and sustainable environment is a primary consideration for all of us. Many Genesis fabrics are certified for their energy efficiency, air quality safety and use of recycled materials.

Made in your own neighborhood...

The Genesis collection is designed and crafted in West Lafayette, Indiana by Lafayette Interior Fashions – a family owned and operated manufacturer of custom window fashions for over 60 years.

Select with confidence...

All Genesis window fashions are custom manufactured to the highest quality standards and backed by a Lifetime Limited Warranty.

lafayetteinteriorfashions.com
Feel Right at Home

The Genesis Collection of fine window fashions has a window treatment for every taste and every space. The selection begins with roller shades, including a large selection of screen shades. The collection is rounded out with roman shades and panel track options.

An extensive array of materials in a variety of fashionable colors, textures and opacity is the signature feature of the line making it easy for you to choose the look that is uniquely yours.

Choose the ultimate combination of ease and safety – a Genesis motorized shade!

Child Safety is Serious Business

It’s your first priority, but child and pet safety is often the last thing you think about when choosing window treatments.

That’s why the window coverings industry uses warning tags, warning labels, and other methods to communicate the potential hazards of corded window coverings. Together with the Window Coverings Safety Council we encourage you to install only cordless window coverings in rooms where young children play and sleep.